
Whether you’re a journalist researching 
global deforestation trends, a supply chain 
officer sourcing palm oil or an indigenous 
community combatting illegal logging, 
there’s a GFW tool that can help you. 

Forest  
Monitoring 
Designed  
for Action



Global Forest Watch (GFW) offers the latest data and 

cutting-edge technology to empower people everywhere 

to better manage, protect and restore forest landscapes. 

With over 200 freely available datasets, monitoring forests 

has never been easier. 

GFW offers an integrated, openly accessible suite of tools 

designed to enable experts and non-experts alike to access 

information about forest change and mobilize action. 

GLOBAL FOREST  
WATCH



GFW MAP | Most people start here! The GFW interactive 
map allows you to explore hundreds of spatial datasets, 
including near-real-time deforestation and fire alerts.

FOREST WATCHER MOBILE APP  | For those who are 
actively monitoring and managing forests. Forest Watcher 
helps you take GFW data offline and into the field.

MAPBUILDER | For those who want their own online 
mapping and monitoring system. MapBuilder allows you 
to combine GFW data with your own data to build highly 
customized forest monitoring applications.

GFW PRO | For companies, banks and anyone else 
seeking to monitor forests across a portfolio of 
locations. GFW Pro enables you to securely manage 
deforestation risk in commodity supply chains. 

WHICH GFW TOOL 
IS RIGHT FOR YOU?



globalforestwatch.org

GFW is an interactive online mapping platform that features hundreds of 
datasets, including near-real-time deforestation and fire alerts as well as high-
resolution satellite imagery. 

MAP | Zoom in anywhere in the world and create custom map visualizations 
using hundreds of spatial datasets. Embed your map view to social media or an 
external site. 

DASHBOARDS | Access summary stats about forest landscapes for a custom 
area or at a country, subnational or global scale. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS | Receive email notifications whenever deforestation or fires 
are detected in an area you care about. 

Who uses the GFW Map? The journalism organization Mongabay uses GFW’s map 
to identify areas of recent clearing and produce timely, data-driven news stories 
on how the world’s forests are changing.



forestwatcher.globalforestwatch.org

Forest Watcher is a mobile app that allows you to download deforestation and 
fire alerts, then take them offline and into the field to investigate, document 
and report what you find. Forest Watcher is available on both Apple and 
Android devices.

Who uses the Forest Watcher Mobile App? The Amapá State Police have 
integrated Forest Watcher into their daily patrols to detect and intercept 
deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon, preventing further illegal activities.

Download the Forest Watcher Mobile App on the Apple App Store or Google 
Play Store.



developers.globalforestwatch.org/map-builder

MapBuilder is an easy-to-use system for governments and civil society to create 
their own customized forest monitoring applications while taking advantage 
of GFW’s powerful analytical tools and core data layers. GFW maintains the 
system code and implements new features, so that users with varying technical 
expertise can make use of pre-existing GIS content management and server 
technology. 

Who uses MapBuilder? Tierras Indígenas Paraguay was created using 
MapBuilder, to provide a comprehensive view of indigenous territories and help 
communities protect their land rights.

MapBuilder



pro.globalforestwatch.org

GFW Pro is a management system used by companies and banks to translate 
geospatial data into actionable insights. 

ANALYSIS | Analyze risk and monitor locations in near-real-time for any 
commodity, from soy and palm oil to cocoa and beef, coffee and rubber.

DASHBOARDS | Manage geospatial data with ease through business-ready 
dashboards designed for commodity companies and banks’ day-to-day 
operations.

REPORTS | User-friendly sharing functions make reporting more efficient and 
cost-effective, with best-in-class security to keep proprietary data safe.

Who uses GFW Pro? Cargill uses GFW Pro to map its sourcing areas for cocoa, 
palm and soy across several countries and monitor progress in reducing 
deforestation risk in its supply chains.



VISIT: globalforestwatch.org

CONTACT: gfw@wri.org

FOLLOW: @globalforests

The Partnership

GFW is a partnership of over 100 organizations contributing 
data, technology expertise and action to ensure that 
transparency drives greater accountability for managing  
the world’s forests. The GFW partnership is convened by  
the World Resources Institute.
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